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Chapter 1331: Treasure hunting flying flying soul tracking 

"Using the ability to seek for the soul to pursue the master of this breath." 

Su Lang thought, and gave instructions. 

One by one, the treasure hunting flying flying gliders immediately collected part of their breath, and 

then poured out of the palace one after another, flying in an unknown direction. 

Su Lang turned and walked out of the ancestral hall, and came to the Qianxiang Wu Emperor who was 

waiting respectfully: "What is left of the blood that was taken away by the great emperor?" 

In order to be safe, Su Lang planned to search the whereabouts of the blood of the Qianxiang ethnic 

group that was taken away at the same time. 

"Have!" 

Qianxiang Wudi replied, "Before the blood was taken away, a piece of jade was left behind, and it was 

kept in the hands of the elders of their line." 

"Go and get it." 

Su Lang's tone was light, but he couldn't refuse. 

"Yes!" 

Emperor Qianxiang Wu immediately took the order and resigned respectfully. 

Soon after. 

He came to Su Lang with a piece of remnant jade and offered it with respectful hands. 

Su Lang didn't bother to pick it up, and directly let the breath collected by the treasure hunting flying 

flying strays use the "Soul Soul" to pursue the target. 

Soon Emperor Qianxiang Wu returned the remnant jade back. 

Finish it all. 

The clues obtained from Jijun World have all been used. 

Next, just wait for the result of the treasure hunt flying flying flying soul. 

Su Lang also planned to stay in Jijun World for a few days to relax. 

But at this moment. 

Suddenly there was movement in the hand talisman on his body. 

"Gengtian Road?" 

Su Lang knew that it was Gengtian Road who sent the message without looking. 
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Because at present he also saved the contact information of Gengtian Road. 

I took out the sending hand sign and saw a message on it: 

"Master Langdi!" 

"Just now, the Freedom Fleet Commander Wushu and others received information from the Dark Sky 

World, allowing the survivors to drive the ship back to the Dark Sky World." 

"The Great Emperor Wushu pretended to answer, and put out some words, and learned that the Dark 

Sky World once again sent the Void Fleet, and the way forward is our side." 

"According to the speed of the Void Fleet, it should reach the Sky Canopy soon." 

After reading the message. 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows: "Here again, and it's the Void Fleet of the Dark Sky World? I really haven't 

learned enough lessons!" 

Soon. 

Su Lang planned to return directly to Tian Canxing. 

But at this moment. 

"Master!" 

"There is an invasion of a different world fleet!" 

It was Han Li who had gone and returned, looking for him anxiously. 

"Ok!?" 

"What's the matter, there is also an invasion of another world fleet here?" 

Su Lang frowned and looked at Han Li who was kneeling on the ground, "Do you know who the intruder 

is?" 

"This......" 

"The servant doesn't know." 

"They appeared on the front lines of war established by the world of Jijun and Dongzhen, a total of three 

hundred warships!" 

Han Li replied, "According to the observations of frontline personnel, all those warships are imperial 

soldiers, and they definitely come from a certain big power!" 

Han Li just finished speaking. 

Suddenly another Wudi flew from outside. 

"The lower servant, please see the Lord!" 



"Wang Si reported that a large number of invading warships appeared in the void between the world of 

Dongzhen and the world of Jijun." 

"At this time the invading fleet has been divided into two groups, all the way to Dongzhen Star and all 

the way to Jijun Star!" 

The person who came to report was also Emperor Wu of Jijun World, and Han Li's face turned black 

after hearing his words. 

As soon as I heard it, I knew that Emperor Wu was in collusion with the world of Dongzhen. 

of course. 

At this time, everyone regards Su Lang as the co-leader, and they are all their own, and he is not easy to 

have an attack. 

"understood." 

Su Lang nodded slightly and asked, "Is there anything special about the invading warships?" 

"Return to the Lord." 

Han Li replied, "Those battleships are dark and slender, and they look very nasty!" 

"Dark and slender?" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, "Is that this?" 

As he said, he turned into a dark sky battleship in front of him. 

"It is this kind of warship!" 

Han Li nodded immediately, seeing Su Lang's extensive surveillance, and his eyes full of admiration 

toward Su Lang. 

"Ha ha." 

"It looks like it should be the second fleet that Geng Tianlu said." 

"Just, why does this fleet appear here?" 

Su Lang groaned on his face, he didn't go into the reason why the Dark Sky World invaded Tian Can Xing, 

just as the Dark Sky World, who likes to invade, happened to be eyeing Tian Can Xing. 

Chapter 1332: Disregard the heroes and watch the world 

but now. 

The Dark Sky World hit a wall in Tian Can Xing, but didn't want to take revenge, but instead shifted the 

target to focus on other worlds. 

This is simply not in line with the violent and **** characteristics of Dark Sky World. 

Unless, what is the reason for Dark Sky World and Wu Boruo to give up the Heavenly Remnant Star! 
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Except besides. 

The dark sky world invaded all the planets on the cantilever of the Eastern Star Territory in a short time. 

It is very likely to be targeted! 

"If it's really purposeful." 

"Why does the Dark Sky World use troops against the East?" 

"Could it be that Wu Bo Ruo is already going to do something on my Canglan Star!?" 

"Only encountered other planets on the way to invade?" 

Su Lang kept speculating, but there were still some things he couldn't figure out. 

For example, why did the Dark Sky World give up the place to retrieve the Tian Canxing? 

"There must be something hidden in it that I don't know." 

Su Lang narrowed his eyes and shot out a dangerous light, "But no matter what, Dong Zhen and Ji Jun 

are now my world, and the invading fleet must be cleaned up." 

Thought of this. 

Su Lang looked at the two Han Li who came forward to report, and said lightly: "Let all of you retreat, I 

will do it myself." 

"Yes!" 

The two of Han Li immediately took their orders and retreated. 

As soon as the two of them left, a world vision appeared in the sky, like circles of twisted aurora, very 

terrifying! 

"Has it entered the scope of world consciousness?" 

Su Lang smiled coldly, dispatched the clone directly, and then used the clone of Baiying to pave a void 

road. 

quickly. 

The forefront clone discovered one hundred and fifty ships, which were the warships of the Second 

Fleet of Dark Sky World. 

These warships are more numerous than those of the First Fleet, but the average rating is lower. 

Su Lang came to the front of the fleet as a clone, and began to investigate carefully. 

It turned out that the Emperor Wu on the battleship was also slightly weaker than the Emperor Wu in 

the First Fleet. 

On the headed Nine-turn Emperor-class battleship, there is a dark sky warrior named Fergus who has 

just entered the Quasi-Great Emperor class. 



This person is much weaker than Arrod. 

What Su Lang didn't know was that this person was the original leader of the Second Fleet, and became 

the deputy leader because of Anderson's parachuting. 

Fergus' mission is to lead half of the ships to attack the world of Jiejun! 

While Su Lang was observing the fleet ahead, the fleet also quickly discovered the existence of Su Lang. 

"Someone is standing in front, like a quasi-great emperor!" 

"Who dares to stand in front of the powerful Second Fleet!?" 

"It's probably the strong man in the previous world, who came to intercept us alone. I really don't know 

how the dead words are written!" 

"..." 

Among the warships, the arrogant Dark Sky Clan warriors showed cruel sneers. 

In the command room of the temporary flagship, the deputy leader Fergus was even more distorted: 

"This person is broken into pieces, his bones and ashes!" 

Fergus had stayed well in the Second Fleet, but suddenly an Anderson parachuted in, so naturally he was 

very upset! 

Seeing the enemy at this time, he immediately couldn't wait to vent his anger and resentment. 

then. 

Under Fergus' order, the 150 fleet moved forward frantically, encircling Su Lang in a blink of an eye! 

No nonsense. 

All the warships activated the attack system at the same time, and countless energy beams slammed Su 

Lang fiercely. 

One hundred and fifty imperial class battleships, each with a large number of attack formations! 

At this time, they all fired together, covering the sky, which is equivalent to thousands of Wudi 

simultaneously shooting! 

However, Su Lang smiled coldly, and didn't even bother to take out the shield. 

"Aotian War God Technique!" 

With a thought in his mind, Su Lang suddenly lit up a golden flame, and an aura that looked down upon 

the world burst out! 

next moment. 

Countless energy beams blasted on Su Lang's body. 

With Su Lang as the center, the aftermath of the terrifying attack exploded wildly, as if even the planet 

could be destroyed! 



Except for a violent explosion, there was no other sound in the entire void. 

"Dead?" 

"Even the quasi-great emperor who dares to take on such a intensive attack will undoubtedly die!" 

"Hmph, these quasi-great emperors on remote planets have no tricks at all, and they have definitely 

turned to ashes." 

"I think so too." 

Chapter 1333: Death is your only end 

"..." 

Among the warships, many warriors talked a lot. 

Of course, these warriors are basically people with relatively shallow knowledge, and they can't imagine 

how big the gap between a small realm of emperor level is. 

Senior Wudi such as Fergus is different. 

They didn't think that Su Lang would die in the bombing of more than a hundred imperial class warships. 

Of course, they didn't think that Su Lang would be unscathed, no matter how minor he would be 

injured! 

but. 

The fact is beyond everyone's expectations! 

When the energy beams of the battleships died out, Su Lang, who was surrounded by golden flames, 

appeared in the eyes of everyone. 

Everyone can clearly see that Su Lang has not received any harm at all, and even his hairstyle is not 

messy! 

"This person is so powerful!?" 

"My God, our one hundred and fifty imperial-class warships were showing off at the same time, and 

they didn't even blow off his hair!?" 

"This person is terrifying, incredible!" 

"But with Sir Fergus, this person is still bound to die!" 

"Not bad!" 

"..." 

After everyone on the battleship was horrified, they looked at Su Lang again with dead eyes. 

at the same time. 

Fergus was also very shocked. 
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"What kind of trick is this? The defense is so strong!?" 

"This person should not be underestimated, I have to do it myself." 

Fergus narrowed his eyes into a slit, revealing a trace of jealousy, and then he stepped forward into the 

void. 

"Fergus!?" 

Su Lang looked at this person, draped his eyelids with his hands behind his back, and said slowly, "Do 

you want to die or live?" 

Such an arrogant and disdainful look immediately made Fergus, who was already extremely upset, 

instantly angry! 

"Originally I wanted you to die, but now I want you to live!" 

Fergus' eyes were cold, as if he could freeze the entire void, "I want you to live and enjoy all the pain 

that can be found in the world!" 

"Yo~" 

"I'm so scared!" 

Su Lang sneered, his sarcasm intensified. 

"Humph!" 

"See if you will still laugh out after a while!" 

Fergus snorted coldly, and the black armor on his body twisted and turned into a sharp spear! 

The next moment. 

Fergus' figure disappeared from the spot, and the sharp tip of the spear fell on Su Lang in an instant. 

Motivated by the terrifying power of Fergus Quasi-Great Emperor level, this trick seems to be able to 

penetrate even the sun and the moon! 

however. 

"Boom buzzing!" 

It was like a hammer falling on a thick drum, a muffled noise centered on Su Lang, spreading towards 

the surroundings. 

The tip of Fergus' spear was firmly nailed to the center of Su Lang's eyebrows, but he couldn't break the 

defense at all! 

"You can't even break my skin, how can you fight me?" 

Su Lang sneered, Fergus was really too weak compared to Anderson. If he didn't use his hole cards, he 

was just a rookie who had just entered the Quasi-Great Emperor level. 

"how can that be!?" 



"How can you, the Quasi-Great Emperor in a remote star field, have such a strong defense!?" 

Fergus looked at the tip of the spear dumbfounded, it was incredible! 

"There are so many things you can't imagine!" 

Su Lang ticked the corner of his mouth, "For example...this!!!" 

The voice did not fall. 

One by one, terrifying figures exuding the aura of Quasi-Great Emperor appeared around, a total of 

seventy-three, it was Su Lang's clone! 

"what!?" 

"Seventy-three Quasi-Great Emperors!?" 

Fergus's hair was horrified for a moment, and his soul was in danger! 

The warriors on the fleet were even more silent, so scared that their thinking would stop working! 

The Quasi-Great Emperor level is not Chinese cabbage! 

Even in the mighty Dark Sky World, the Quasi-Great Emperor is no more than ten fingers! 

But now, more than seventy quasi-great emperors suddenly appeared, which really exceeded 

everyone's imagination and broke everyone's three views! 

"Great Origin Demon Emperor, please..." 

After the shock, Fergus came back to his senses, and immediately activated the soul body armor. 

but. 

"too late!" 

Su Lang smiled coldly, "Death is your only end." 

More than 70 avatars used Po Yi sword at the same time, directly slashing Fergus to pieces and wiped 

out the ashes! 

"Ding! You get the Great Emperor's Soul Fragment*610, the Senior Martial Emperor's Soul*1, Life 

Universe*1, Rule Immortal Crystal*1, Power Avenue*1, Theravada Xianyuan*79295486, Supreme 

Immortal Jade*83621988... ...Emperor-level materials...Xian-level materials..." 

Seeing that the powerful Fergus fell directly without the strength to fight back, the rest of the Dark Sky 

Clan warriors were instantly shocked. 

Chapter 1334: Wu Boruo feels distressed and vomits blood again 

next moment. 

Su Lang thought, the formation of more than a hundred warships was closed! 

The clones poured into the battleship and started a massacre! 
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Because these warriors have soul fragments on their bodies, the hidden dangers are too great, so Su 

Lang will not leave them behind. 

Those who have said strange things. 

Those who recover and want to escape. 

Those who have resisted. 

Everyone is dead! 

Even dozens of warships tried to escape but were overtaken by Su Lang, breaking them down in the 

howls of the spirits! 

The powerful Emperor-class fleet fell apart within a few breaths! 

So far. 

Hundreds of Wu Emperors and thousands of Zhun Emperors have become the souls of Su Lang's sword. 

Only more than a hundred terrifying imperial class warships remained. 

"So weak!" 

Su Lang curled his mouth, waved his hand to collect all the warships, and immediately flew to the real 

world. 

There is still half of the fleet waiting for him to deal with it! 

Time moves forward a moment. 

In the distant dark world. 

Origin Demon Emperor Wu Boruo was eating some flesh and blood, eating bloody, disgusting. 

"According to the speed of the Second Fleet, it should have begun to attack the two newly discovered 

worlds." 

"After the fight is down, we must first kill all the creatures on the planet, and then let the bottom dark 

sky race to colonize!" 

"I act behind the scenes, presumably the world consciousness of that planet will soon be weakened or 

even assimilated, and I can only let me take over!" 

Wu Bo Ruomei thought about it, and the frustration in his heart due to the loss of the First Fleet finally 

dissipated a little. 

But at this moment! 

"Ok?" 

"Fergus is begging for strength? Met a great enemy!?" 

"What? Suddenly interrupted!? Fergus is dead!?" 



Wu Boruo's expression that had just been soothed instantly solidified, and the pair of terrifying giant 

eyes widened. 

Immediately after. 

He found the most sad thing! 

"Soul body fragments!" 

"Shards of my soul body!!" 

"Damn, my soul fragment has lost contact again!!" 

"In addition to Fergus, a large number of warriors died, and their soul fragments were also lost!" 

Wu Boruo couldn't help but disbelieved, and was dumbfounded. A heart was cold and painful, as if he 

had stuck a knife! 

The endless fire of anger ignited from his chest, and the endless killing intent began to boil, almost 

completely devouring Wu Boruo's mind! 

"Block the world, I must destroy you!!" 

He clutched his heart and stood up, a terrifying roar from his bleeding mouth! 

The entire foggy mountain shook crazily, countless rubble fell, and the nearest churches collapsed and 

became ruins! 

Immediately after. 

Wu Boruo activated the secret method and his will directly descended on Anderson's body! 

The void near Dongzhenxing. 

One hundred and fifty imperial-class warships stepped into the range of world consciousness, causing a 

violent world vision. 

Although Wang Si, the strongest in the world of Dongzhen, was very worried, he did not act rashly under 

Su Lang's order. 

All the powerhouses in the real world stayed near the atmosphere, as if facing a big enemy. 

The Void Fleet, the nine-turn Emperor-class flagship. 

Anderson was holding a glass of scarlet drink that had just been poured and tasted it very elegantly. 

at this time. 

The breath on his body was suddenly chaotic, and then it began to soar! 

"The Great Origin Devil!!" 

Anderson's face changed drastically, and he dropped his cup and knelt on the ground. 



The martial emperors around are even more stubborn, wanting to shove themselves into the floor to 

show their humbleness and respect for the Origin Devil Emperor. 

Wow! 

The consciousness in Anderson's soul armor gradually recovered and strengthened. 

The black and hard armor also became like the muscles of living creatures, crazily twisted. 

"Anderson." 

"Fergus has fallen, what happened!?" 

The Origin Devil Emperor asked his will, his tone of irritation and intent to kill. 

"what!?" 

"Fergus has fallen!?" 

"How come? I just separated from him, and there is no time for a stick of incense!" 

"No, I didn't question your meaning, the stalwart origin demon emperor. I just can't believe it. Besides, I 

don't know what happened." 

Anderson knelt on the ground, sweeping away the appearance of the older brother, and interpreting the 

roles of younger brother and younger brother in a superb manner. 

Chapter 1335: Emperor Anderson 

"If you can kill Fergus in such a short period of time and destroy one hundred and fifty warships, the 

opponent may be the Great Emperor." 

The Origin Demon Emperor suppressed his anger, "Anderson, you are my most optimistic guardian, I 

give you strength and power, go, kill him, I will watch it with my own eyes!" 

"Yes! Great Origin Demon Emperor!" 

Anderson took the lead immediately! 

Immediately after. 

The origin of the Devil Emperor's will has recovered most of it, leaving only a trace of attention to 

Anderson. 

A powerful force gushes out from the soul body armor and poured into Anderson's body! 

At the same time, there is also the power of Soul Fragment that Wu Boruo opened to Anderson! 

In a flash. 

Just like the original Arrod, Anderson's body began to swell wildly, and his breath was also step by step. 

"Blood fusion!" 

The ever-growing Anderson came to the outside of the battleship, using the authority granted by Uporo! 
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Suddenly. 

Except for Anderson, all the warriors of the Dark Sky tribe have undergone abnormal changes. 

The soul armors on them all seemed to come alive, turning into black muscles and flying into Anderson's 

soul armor! 

After being integrated into the soul armor of all people. 

Anderson's size has swelled to a height of three kilometers, and his strength has directly reached the 

realm of a great emperor! 

A brand-new realm and terrifying power have ignited Anderson's fighting spirit! 

however. 

"carry on!" 

Uporo's order came. 

"Yes!" 

Anderson didn't dare to neglect, he immediately activated the secret method, "Break the shackles!!" 

boom! ! 

Anderson's huge body collapsed instantly. 

The aura on his body also condenses, becoming more and more terrifying! 

The billowing emperor-class breath spreads, trembling in the void! 

this moment. 

Anderson's combat power has reached its limit! 

"Go and destroy that planet." 

Wu Boruo gritted his teeth and ordered, "Let him pay some price first!" 

"Yes!" 

Anderson took the order, his body moved, and he flew towards Dongzhenxing! 

Suddenly. 

A figure appeared in the void not far away, which was one of Su Lang's clones. 

"Ok!?" 

"The Great Emperor!" 

Through the sharing of perception, Su Lang immediately felt Anderson's powerful breath, and a hint of 

surprise rose in his heart. 

Immediately after. 



He saw the fleet in the void, and the dark warriors who had lost their soul armor. 

"Like Anderson, used the secret technique!" 

"However, this person is really strong and cannot be dealt with by ancient times." 

With a thought, Su Lang opened Anderson's attribute panel. 

【Name】: Anderson 

[Race]: Dark Sky Clan 

[Qualification Level]: Unparalleled 

[Realm level]: Quasi-Great Emperor 

[Attack Level]: One Great Emperor + 

[Defensive Level]: One Great Emperor 

[Shenfa Level]: A Great Emperor+ 

[Endurance Level]: One Great Emperor 

[Spirit Level]: Realm of Kongni 

[Mastering Techniques]: Sacrifice to the Source Heart Sutra, Breaking Shackles (Emperor Level, 

Consummation), Fierce God Battle Spectrum (Emperor Level, Consummation), Wanren Tianqiang Finger 

(Emperor Level, Consummation), Blood Shaking Change (Emperor Level, Consummation) , The God of 

Piercing the Immortal Thorn (Xian-level, Consummation)... 

"Attack Level One Great Emperor +?" 

"And master the four emperor-level consummation techniques!" 

"Sure enough, better than Anderson." 

Su Lang squinted slightly, with a hint of caution in his heart. 

of course. 

Just be cautious, Su Lang will not be afraid! 

"Swallow the clone!" 

Su Lang thought, and immediately swallowed thirty-five clones, leaving only one as a substitute for 

death! 

A breath of horror continued to rise, and Su Lang's combat power rose wildly, directly crossing the realm 

of the sky, reaching the level of the emperor! 

But this is not over yet. 

Su Lang's breath is still soaring! 



While breathing, another burst of majestic aura bloomed, sweeping the surrounding void. 

So far, Su Lang's combat power stopped growing. 

"Properties panel!" 

Su Lang immediately opened his property panel to view. 

I saw that the attack level had reached the second great emperor level, and the defensive body stamina 

was all at the first great emperor + level! 

Well known. 

At the level of Emperor Wu, a small realm gap is enough to cause crushing. 

At the emperor level, the gap in the small realm is even more terrifying, and a slight gap can determine 

the final victory! 

At this time, Su Lang's combat power has already overwhelmed Anderson. If there is no accident, it can 

be said that he will win! ! 

Chapter 1336: Uporo Crazy Brain Supplement 

"Clone replacement!" 

When Su Lang thought, he arrived at the starry sky of Dongzhen World in the next moment. 

And after Anderson used the secret technique to enter the Great Emperor's level, his speed became 

very fast, he had almost entered the vicinity of the cave realm, and was in contact with the atmosphere! 

Under Anderson's horrible breath. 

The world consciousness of Dongzhen Planet urges a more dramatic vision of heaven and earth. 

On the planet, thunder and lightning, dark clouds, as if the whole world is roaring in anger! 

The countless creatures on the earth were terrified, and even the powerful warriors who stood above 

them were extremely hesitant. 

Only the emperors headed by Wang Si can calm their minds. 

They fanatically believe that all these disasters can be easily resolved in front of the great Langdi! 

"Many creatures!" 

"Hmph, I want to kill enough today!" 

Anderson looked down on the planet, like a giant void beast eyeing an inescapable prey! 

at this time. 

"Clone dispatch!" 

"Clone replacement!" 
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Su Lang activated two system functions one after another, and his figure appeared directly in Dong 

Zhenxing. 

"Your Majesty the Great Langdi!" 

"Worship the great Langdi!" 

"His Lord Lang has descended, and all evils and disasters will be purified!" 

"..." 

When Wang Si and others saw Su Lang, they felt more relieved. 

at the same time. 

Standing in the atmosphere, Su Lang looked at the approaching Anderson with his hands behind his 

back, and the emperor class aura on his body continued to diffuse. 

"what!?" 

"This hole true star actually has a great Emperor level!?" 

"Moreover, this person's breath is even stronger than mine!?" 

Feeling the breath of Su Lang, Anderson, who was originally extremely arrogant and aggressive, 

suddenly changed his expression! 

Wu Boruo, who looked at all this through the fragments of the soul body, was also full of horror! 

"how is this possible!?" 

"How can there be a Great Emperor in this small world!?" 

"The Heavenly Remnant Star has Great Emperor-level weapons, and the world of Jijun has suspected 

Great Emperor-level powerhouses. This hole true star actually has a Great Emperor-level!?" 

"When did the existence of the Great Emperor become everywhere!?" 

"Could it be that these great emperor ranks are all chess pieces laid by the world of the sky!?" 

"I originally thought I was laying out the Zhetian Continent, but in fact, it was the Zhetian Continent that 

had already set up traps and waited for nothing!" 

"Je Ren Tiandi, really a difficult opponent!" 

"In addition, the breath of the great emperor in front of me seems a bit familiar!" 

"Yes, I've seen it in the inheritance time before!" 

"However, the auras are very similar, but the young man is only a Rank 7 martial emperor at best, but 

this person is at the Great Emperor level and is by no means the same person." 

"Perhaps, the young man who killed Kuang Erlu was his younger disciple." 



"And this person may be the ruthless emperor that the young man once mentioned, the second 

emperor of the heaven-shading world!" 

"..." 

Just feeling the breath of Su Lang, Wu Boruo filled his mind with countless thoughts. 

He became more and more jealous of the world of the sky, and he even regretted taking a shot at the 

world of the sky. 

but. 

At present, the arrow is not only on the string, but has been launched, and there is no way to stop! 

At this moment. 

Su Lang and Anderson, two great emperor-level statues, one stepped in the atmosphere, the other 

suspended in the void, facing away from a distance, the space was trembling! 

"The Great Emperor..." 

"It's terrible, but I'm not scared by Anderson." 

"What's more, behind me is the great Origin Demon Emperor!" 

Anderson stared at Su Lang, the horror on his face gradually calmed down and turned into a strong 

fighting spirit! 

"The duration of the swallowing clone is not long, it must be a quick decision." 

Su Lang looked at Anderson faintly, and a powerful fighting spirit also rose from his body. 

at this time. 

"dead!" 

Anderson punched out without any fancy tricks, and instantly tore the space to reach Su Lang. 

The pitch-black armor turned into hideous spikes on Anderson's fist, fiercely inserted into Su Lang's 

eyes. 

"Kunlun is invisible!" 

Su Lang's heart moved, and his speed exploded instantly. 

Anderson's terrifying giant fist blasted directly, dispelling the afterimage left by Su Lang. 

but. 

Anderson's attack did not stop. 

Chapter 1337: The blood is shocking! 

"Humph!" 
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"You can avoid it, but the planet can't avoid it!" 

With extremely cruel and violent thoughts, Anderson blasted Dong Zhenxing with all his strength! 

Although it is impossible to burst the star with the power of a great emperor, it is very easy to kill the 

creatures on the surface and cause the disaster of star destruction! 

Once the real star is hit by Anderson, the latter will definitely become a dead place! 

only. 

"Humph!" 

"Do you think I will let you destroy the stars?" 

Su Lang smiled contemptuously, his eyes condensed suddenly, "Seal the sky with one thought!" 

Silently. 

Mysterious power is permeated, strange space is formed, and Anderson is directly drawn into it! 

Everything in the outside world has lost its color, as if it had become an illusory shadow. 

Anderson's punch fell fiercely on the star of the hole that lost its color, but it was like a mud cow 

entering the sea, without making any waves at all! 

"what!?" 

"My attack just disappeared!?" 

Anderson looked around in disbelief, "What the **** is this!?" 

"This ruthless emperor actually has such an incredible method!" 

Not only Anderson, but even Uporuo, who has lived for nearly 100 million years, was horrified! 

Just when the two were horrified. 

"Broken a sword!" 

Su Lang pointed his right hand into a sword and swiped it lightly at Anderson. 

Stabbed! 

A sword aura containing a terrifying aura flew out directly, and fell on Anderson's body in an instant! 

"Boom!!" 

"Crack--!!!" 

There was a sound of hard objects cracking in the violent explosion! 

I saw that under Su Lang's breaking sword, the black armor on Anderson's body had cracked like a spider 

web! 

"how is this possible!" 



"This is the flesh and blood of the Great Origin Devil Emperor!" 

Anderson's hair was instantly horrified, and he stood upside down! 

Wu Boruo was also shocked by Su Lang's sword, because he had never seen such a powerful sword 

move! 

"This ruthless emperor's method is really sharp!" 

"If he is at the same level as me, my defense will never hold him back!" 

"Such a person, absolutely cannot let him grow up!" 

A deep fear rose in Wu Boruo's heart, and at the same time, his desire to kill Su Lang became more 

determined! 

The thoughts of Anderson and Uporo were in an instant. 

In the next instant, Su Lang had already swung a sword again: "Broken a sword!" 

Stabbed! 

Another sharp sword aura stabbed Anderson's armor fiercely. 

"Crack--!!!" 

Another crack opened, and Anderson's expression changed wildly. 

If this continues, he can only be destroyed by Su Lang's sword, and finally beheaded! 

"Hole cards must be used!" 

Anderson slammed his heart, "Blood-shaking changes!" 

The secret of horror is activated. 

The flesh and blood wrapped in Anderson's armor instantly melted into blood. 

The thick, smelly blood water in Anderson's soul body armor rolls like a violent sea, causing a terrifying 

tsunami! 

There was even a trace of blood overflowing along the cracks in the armor, dyeing the armor blood red, 

making it look hideous! 

At the same time, the surging power continued to erupt, raising his various attributes layer by layer! 

Su Lang has not been idle. 

A large number of broken sword attacks fell on Anderson's body. 

But the broken sword that was able to cut through a large number of cobweb cracks before caused less 

and less damage. 

"Die me!" 



"Wan Ren Tianqiang finger!" 

Seeing that he had resisted Su Lang's attack, Anderson suddenly roared, piercing fiercely with both 

hands and fingers! 

This finger has almost exerted the power of Emperor Wudi! 

"Aotian War God Technique!" 

Su Lang's pupils condensed and immediately activated the defensive technique. 

Layers of golden flames rose, setting him off like a **** of war! 

next moment. 

Anderson rushed to Su Lang, and the two great emperors collided fiercely! 

Rumble! 

The void burst instantly, and the space shattered like glass! 

The more terrifying aftermath of the battle carried the power to destroy the world and spread. 

Fortunately, Su Lang's Nianfeng space cannot be dictated by common sense. The aftermath of the battle 

that disperses cannot interfere with the outside world, and cannot harm the creatures in the world of 

Dongzhen. 

but. 

Although Nianfeng space cannot interfere with each other inside and outside. 

However, the scene inside the Nianfeng space can be seen from the outside world. 

Chapter 1338: Su Lang looked dumbfounded 

at this time. 

All the creatures in the world of Dongzhen have seen the epic battle between Su Lang and Anderson! 

The moment the two sides collided, it was almost like two planets colliding, the scene was surging, and 

even more spectacular! 

This collision has become an unerasable memory in the world of Dongzhen! 

Under the gaze of countless creatures in Dongzhen, the two sides collided close to each other, 

regardless of the outcome, and the battle in the void continued! 

"Fighting God!" 

Anderson was almost crazy. With his perfect fighting skills, every part of his body was a deadly weapon! 

But Su Lang's fighter skills are not bad, he has practiced too many techniques, and countless skills make 

his combat skills impeccable! 
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Coupled with Po Yi Jian, Kunlun Invisible Steps and Aotian War God Secret Art, which can be offensive, 

defensive and avoidable, and Anderson cannot cause any damage at all! 

"This person is so powerful!?" 

"I have reached the limit, and I still can't beat him!" 

Under Anderson's fierce and crazy appearance, a trace of fear gradually grew. 

His current combat power is obtained through the use of secret techniques, and soon the combat power 

will fall, and it will be his death date by then! 

Su Lang naturally knew that Anderson used the secret technique. 

How terrifying is the secret technique that can increase the battle power of the Great Emperor? How 

huge is the consumption? 

Not to mention it is half an hour, it can be regarded as against the sky if it can support it for five 

minutes! 

Therefore, Su Lang sat down on the Diaoyutai completely and waited for Anderson to play himself to 

death! 

"waste!" 

"let me do it!" 

Suddenly, Wu Boruo's will came from the armor of the soul body. 

"Great Origin Devil! No!" 

Anderson heard Wu Boruo's voice, and suddenly there was endless despair! 

The Origin Devil Emperor can control any warrior parasitized by the soul armor. These warriors are his 

tools, food, or clones! 

"You can't help but choose!" 

Wu Boruo's indifferent voice came. 

Anderson immediately felt the cold and ruthless will permeate from the soul body armor, and began to 

crazily corrode everything about him. 

However, Anderson used the Blood Shaking Transformation at this time, and his whole body turned into 

blood water, completely losing the last resistance. 

Under Uporuo's terrifying will, Anderson just struggled for a moment before he was completely dead. 

Everything about him was taken over by Uporo! 

This process was so fast that it was almost imperceptible, even Su Lang only felt a little strange. 

"boom--!!" 

Anderson, no, it should be said that Wu Boruo hit Su Lang's chest with a fierce punch! 



"Getting stronger!?" 

"No, it's because I have more experience in combat. I unexpectedly thought of the direction of my 

avoidance!" 

Su Lang shocked all over, stepped back a few steps, and a hint of surprise rose in his heart. 

At the same time, he also guessed that Anderson's change was probably because Uporuo was making 

trouble. 

"The Ruthless Emperor, you are so talented." 

"Unfortunately, today you will undoubtedly die, unless the Emperor of Heaven can arrive in time!" 

Wu Boruo kept attacking Su Lang, even with ease, able to say some words that were mind-damaging. 

however. 

Su Lang listened to Wu Boruo's words, but his expression was dumbfounded! 

"What!?" 

"I am the ruthless emperor!?" 

"Isn't that made up based on a certain novel in my previous life? Why did I become a ruthless emperor?" 

"There is also the Heavenly Emperor, what the **** is this!?" 

"What happened that I didn't know?" 

"..." 

Su Lang stared at him, while constantly avoiding or resisting Wu Boruo's attack, his mind was foggy. 

of course. 

Su Lang has doubts, but also his understanding. 

He guessed that Anderson was very likely to be controlled by Wu Boruo before he would say this kind of 

‘top secret’. 

then. 

Su Lang took the time to glance at the opponent's attribute panel, and found that the name column had 

changed to [Wu Boruo (Clone)]! 

"Sure enough, Wu Boruo took over the body?" 

"It seems that Anderson is dead, but it's a pity that he has an emperor soul!" 

"In addition, Wu Boruo is convinced of the title of'Ruthless Heavenly Emperor' and also 

mentioned'Extremely Human Heavenly Emperor'." 

"Perhaps, after I Hu Kan'Zhetian Continent,' Wu Boruo really went to investigate, and he really found a 

world called Zhetian!" 



"According to Wu Boruo's attitude, the Heavenly Emperor is definitely not easy to provoke, and the 

world of Zhetian must be a powerful world." 

Chapter 1339: The power of the Five Elements World! 

Countless thoughts flashed in Su Lang's heart, and felt a little painful about this misunderstanding. 

It can be said that it was his flicker that caused Wu Boruo to investigate the world of the sky, and then a 

confrontation. 

In the midst of this misunderstanding, the Zhetian Continent is a spear-laden existence, so he will 

definitely hate him! 

of course. 

Su Lang didn't know that the Emperor of Heaven didn't know that Dark Sky World was because of him. 

Because the world of Dark Sky is notoriously infamous, it is not uncommon for anyone to start. 

Su Lang didn't even know that the Emperor of Heaven had already begun the layout of the Dark Sky 

World, and he united a great emperor with a vertical and horizontal plan, and he was about to do 

something about the Dark Sky World! 

At this moment. 

Under Wu Boruo's constant attacks, Su Lang had put aside his distracting thoughts and dealt with it 

intently. 

I have to say that Wu Boruo is really too strong. His long age has brought extremely rich experience. 

This makes Wu Boruo's fighting skills even better than Su Lang, who has practiced hundreds of exercises. 

After just a few dozen breaths. 

Su Lang fell into a passive! 

"A thousand stars shower!" 

Suddenly, Wu Boruo launched a terrifying move, and thousands of attacks erupted in an instant, each of 

which was a full blow! 

Bang bang bang! ! 

Su Lang suffered thousands of punches in an instant, and was blasted out tens of millions of miles. Even 

the golden flame of Aotian War God Jue was going out! 

"Only this level, then you can go to death!" 

Wu Boruo's grinning voice came from the armor, and at the same time, the attack on his hand continued 

to slay Su Lang frantically. 

Suddenly. 

Another countless attack approached Su Lang! 
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"The power of the world!" 

Su Lang stabilized his figure, opened his arms, and danced wildly! 

next moment! 

The five universes of Chenxing, Qiming, Yinghuo, Tai Sui, and Zhenxing opened a gap at the same time. 

Su Lang's body began to bear the weight of the world! 

At this moment, he can't speak the same thing at all. 

It was completely different from when Kuang Erlu could only bear one millionth of the weight of Mars. 

Every life planet, Su Lang can bear one-tenth of its weight. 

The sum of the five elements of life planets is one-half of the average weight of life planets, which is 

probably a terrifying 5 trillion tons! 

Withstanding a weight of 5 trillion tons, it means that Su Lang's weight at this time is almost half of 

Saturn's core! 

This is the real power to suppress everything! 

And the five-element life planet unfolds at the same time, which brings not only weight, but also the 

power of the five-element avenue! 

The Five Elements Avenue complements each other, is endless, full and complete, and stable! 

"boom--!!" 

Wu Boruo made a full blow and hit Su Lang in the head! 

If this had happened before, Su Lang would definitely fly thousands of miles away, and his head would 

be dizzy. 

But at this time. 

Su Lang didn't move at all, even showing disdain: "Did you not eat?" 

Along with the words, there is a fierce slap in the vagina! 

boom! ! 

Unprepared, Wu Boruo was kicked directly in the crotch, and countless cracks appeared in the blood-red 

hideous armor again. 

He flew out instantly, smashing through countless space cracks all the way, and finally stabilized his 

figure in a void. 

Of course Su Lang would not let go of the opportunity to beat the dog in the water. 

Point to your toes and slam the fist that surrounds the golden flame. 

Although after bearing the power of the world, the speed will become very slow. 



But Su Lang can use the perverted secret Kunlun Invisible Step without any restrictions, which directly 

compensates for this shortcoming! 

It was almost an instant. 

Su Lang's fist fell in front of Wu Boruo again! 

Cross Lala! 

The space is shattered in layers under the power of horror, like a soft cake! 

"It's the power of the world!?" 

Wu Boruo's pupils shrank slightly, and the experienced he had already guessed Su Lang's method. 

After all, for the orthodox emperor, using the power of the planet of life was the most conventional 

trump card. 

Although Wu Boruo's own cultivation system is slanted, he relies on tool men from all over the world to 

practice. 

But in fact, he is inseparable from his ancestry, he also gave birth to the universe of life! 

of course. 

As a tool man, Anderson has no life planet, just like Arrod, there are only some broken continental 

fragments. 

Therefore. 

Wu Boruo controlled Anderson, almost unable to explode the power of the world. 

Under Su Lang's fist, which contains billions of tons of world weight, if Wubo cannot resist, he can only 

use secret methods to temporarily avoid the edge! 

Chapter 1340: There seems to be no bones left! 

"Blood meteor!" 

Within a single thought, Wu Boruo burst out the secret method and avoided Su Lang's fist. 

But he himself paid an extremely terrifying price, the **** body directly consumed one third! 

This not only caused his endurance to drop sharply, but even his strength was affected and began to 

weaken! 

Wu Boruo finally changed his face! 

"No way!" 

"If this continues, I will lose." 

"This ruthless emperor must die, even if it pays a higher price!" 
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This thought flashed through Wu Boruo's heart, and the final power burst out immediately: "The heart 

explodes!" 

Rumble! 

A majestic blood flame ignited from Uboluo's heart. 

The hard armor instantly turned into muscles and flesh, and continued to melt, the whole person turned 

into a red candle! 

Anderson and Arrod are different, the soul parasitic on his body is one of Uboluo's heart fragments! 

At this time, Wu Boruo chose to sacrifice this piece of soul body fragments permanently, and 

immediately exploded with power far beyond the limit! 

The monstrous breath spreads, like a wave of horror constantly beating! 

There are countless ripples in the space, constantly twisting and folds, breaking a lot of Li Feng! 

Even the unreasonable Nianfeng space is faintly unstable! 

"This is... the power of the Three Great Emperors!" 

Su Lang's expression changed drastically, and he didn't even want to immediately retreat strategically-

after the outbreak of Wu Boruo, the other party will undoubtedly die! 

The situation on the battlefield reversed instantly. 

Su Lang did not hesitate to pull away and left, but if Wu Bo could let it go, he pointed out in a flash! 

This is Wu Boruo's real full force, so strong that even the Three Great Emperors can't shake it! 

After one finger, this clone will fall to the Great Emperor level and even die directly! 

This finger turned into a majestic phantom, even the space became the surface of the water, let it be 

broken! 

It seems that even the sun, moon and stars have to be crushed by one finger! 

Su Lang even felt that all his Qi machines were locked, and there was nowhere to escape! 

Although Soul Chasing Emperor Palace and Tianjia Eight-Edged Shield were great emperor soldiers, they 

were only a huge emperor rank, and they could not be resisted when they were taken out. 

It also takes 0.1 seconds to replace the clone, so it can't be used at this level of battle. 

"The only way..." 

Su Lang took a deep breath and took out the Broken Dream Knife, "Nant to seal the space!!" 

In a flash. 

The object of Nianfeng Space's blockade has changed from Wu Boruo to Dream Breaker! 

The **** Wubo Ruo loses its color and turns into a black and white silent TV! 



"I hope I can hold it." 

Under the finger of the emperor over three greats, Su Lang was not sure that Nianfeng Space could 

isolate Wu Boruo's attack. 

If you really can't resist, you must stay behind! 

The next moment. 

Wu Boruo's terrifying fingers shredded the void and fell on the Nianfeng space! 

"Om——!!!" 

The unreasonable Nianfeng Space started to tremble and made a terrifying buzzing sound! 

"Lying down!" 

Su Lang's pupils shrank suddenly! 

While breathing, the buzzing suddenly disappeared, and the space of Nianfeng turned into ashes and 

annihilated! 

The huge finger that restored the color and **** flame fell directly on Su Lang! 

Rumble! 

In the violent explosion, the endless aftermath of the battle spread, and the void was riddled with holes 

like paper! 

A terrifying storm was set off on Dong Zhenxing in the distance. If the battlefield had not been moved to 

a far place, Dong Zhenxing would have died at least 80% of the creatures! 

Looking at the explosion center again, Su Lang disappeared directly, as if there was no bones left! 

Only a long emerald sword drifted with the wind, flying towards the depths of the void. 

at this time. 

"Hahahaha!" 

"The Great Soldier!? I didn't expect this ruthless Heavenly Emperor to have a Great Soldier! But now it 

belongs to me!" 

"The Ruthless Heavenly Emperor has fallen, and the Definite Heavenly Emperor will definitely be very 

angry, and the Zhetian Continent is also considered to be broken. Jiejie, I finally got back a round!" 

A **** muscle suddenly entangled the Broken Dream Knife and flew towards the distance. 

This muscle is the surviving Wuboluo clone! 

After he performed the strongest blow, he had fallen to the critical point of the Great Emperor and was 

about to fall to the Great Emperor. 

He quickly flew to the place where the fleet stayed, and in the horrified eyes of a large number of Dark 

Sky Clan warriors, he unfolded a **** secret. 



 


